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There is a tug of war going on for the future of America. At one end of the rope are those who think

America is a secular nation; at the other end are those who believe religion is at the root of our

country's foundation. In this audio release of the thought-provoking America's Real War, renowned

leader and speaker Rabbi Daniel Lapin encourages America to reembrace the Judeo-Christian

values on which our nation was founded and logically demonstrates why those values are crucial to

America's strength in the new millennium.
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Great book to understand and stand for Gods principles and unite with those standing for them and

know that Gods ways are what has made our nation a success. We are doomed to fail if, when and

because we as a nation have turned away from the moral principles of God.

I wanted to find a book that documented our (America's) gradual shift to secularism and away from

Christianity. I was amazed at how factually accurate and comprehensive this book is! Just as one

can read the history of how world events gradually resulted in WW-II, this book very clearly

documents America's gradual decline in moral and ethical standing.

This book will enlighten anyone who really wants to know whatis going on in the culture war. Many

Christians, and the politicallyuninvolved are blithefully unaware of the driving forces behind the rabid

secularism that we see now so often, in the media, politics, and schools. The war is not between



Jews and Christians, the war is between secularized Jews and other atheists on the one side, and

orthodox Jews, conservative Catholics, and evangelical Christians on the other. Rabbi Lapin

explains how there has always been those Jews, ever since Sinai, who have rejected the Ten

Commandments, and instead chosen to worship the golden calf of money, and refuse to let

anything interfere with their sexual freedom. It is these types that make up many of the political

action groups that we see trying to "de-Christianize" America, i.e. the ACLU, People for the

American Way, Planned Parenthood, and others. I gained tremendous insights from reading this

book. I also read "The Fatal Embrace," by Ben Ginsburg, another Jewish author who explains how

the Jewish people have repeatedly, throughout history, sought the protection of the state in order to

escape persecution from surrounding peoples, but have made some of the same mistakes they are

making now, in Rabbi Lapin's opinion. I never knew before reading these authors how much many

Jewish people FEAR the rise of Christianity, and think that secularizing America is protection

against another Holocaust. Dr. Lapin argues just the opposite; attacking the Christian heritage has a

corrosive effect, and his people should stop acting loud, aggressive and antagonistic. No matter

where you are coming from on the political spectrum, this book will give you tremendous food for

thought. One thing is sure: political views are always informed by one's religious and metaphysical

beliefs. It cannot be otherwise.

Rabbi Lapin and Susan are G_D sent in this day of lies and deception.

Great book. Well worth the read.

The left will hate him, the right will love him. And it will be interesting to watch the left attack him for

his convictions of consience (one of our most treasured liberties) which they call freedom of speech.

Of course they only apply that liberty to themselves and what they have to say and not to

conservatives or the right. Conservatives have no rights or liberties in their world. That is reserved

only for themselves and their loyal followers. But in spite of their unequal treatment of American

citizens, every American who truly searches for the root causes of our social problems should read

and heed the wisdom of this book. Today in America as a direct result of the lefts distruction of our

Founding Father's true vision, we live in a country where children are murdering children, mothers

are murdering their unborn children, where hate and labels are readily applied by those preaching

tolerance to those who do not conform to their ideals of the perfect sheepish citizen. Where anger

and prejudice fill the eyes of every special interest group who point their fingers against honest, law



abiding, patriotic, religiously oriented citizens. Be tolerant of deviance, give up your constitutional

liberties or be outcast and condemned by the mainstream media and elitist movements. We have

reached a place in history where those who disagree are no longer political opponents but enemies

(Clintonspeak), and where special interest finatics are dividing our country into smaller and smaller

groups of hate filled extremist. Where those embroiled in and most assuredly a part of the most

rediculous scandals have become our heroes and candidates for our most (used to be) respected

law making branch of government (Hillary and the Senate). America should pause and give Rabbi

Daniel Lapin a fair and open minded reading. He has given us an above ground view of the problem

infesting our nation and has put in in crayon for those so wrapped up in themselves that they add

new meaning to the saying "professing themselves to be wise, they became fools." Too often

people are so egotistically entrenched in their own liberal, tolerant, tunnel visioned, self

righteousness that they tend to move right past the simple truth that religion can help solve many of

our problems. These truths are right before there noses, but they fear the idea of allowing a devine

rule book to guide them because it would take away their preferred self-gratifying individual devaint

behavior. They allow themselves to be manipulated into buying a false philosophy simply because

of who is selling it. It is always party loyalty, gender loyalty, race loyalty, generational loyalty or

some other insane secular reason for turning away from the Spiritual, the Divine or God. They would

rather believe that all left wing policies are right, good and honorable. Rabbi Lapin has opened the

can and the foul odors of the failed social experimentation practices of the left are easily

dectectable. The contents are spoiled and are no longer fit for human consumption. His call to

finding our way back is a valid one and those who truly love this country should consider his

thoughts and recommendations. Evil is the easiest road in the world to walk down. Look as us we

have proven it. Walking back up the path and taking the right path will be difficult, but not

impossible. Unless of course we ignor the warnings of wise men like Rabbi Lapin. This is a book for

the age, for the new decade, century, millennium. Highy recommended.

good haven't finished it yet.
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